WHO ARE WE?

HYDRO-JETTING
AN INNOVATIVE AND TOTALLY NEW
CONCEPT OF CLEANING HOLDING
TANKS WITH HIGH PRESSURE WATER

We’re Jim and Debbie Tome from Sycamore, Illinois, though now
roaming throughout the United States to experience all the wonders
of our great country. We’re RVers just like you and love to meet and
talk to new people.
About a year ago, we had problems with our RV tanks: the sensors
weren’t reading correctly, there was a nasty odor and sometimes the
grey water even backed up into our RV. YUCK!

REMOVES SLUDGE AND
ODOR-CAUSING ELEMENTS FROM
THE INTERIOR OF HOLDING TANKS
WITH 1500 PSI WATER PRESSURE

But we met Preston Brown, the inventor of the All Pro Water Flow
process, and had our RV’s holding tanks professionally cleaned. Boy
were we amazed at what had been building up for years and years!

CHEMICAL-FREE

Preston took the time to tell us how waste can build up over time,
affecting the sensors and causing other problems. He explained how
important it is to keep the tanks filled with liquid, how often to flush
them and even how chemicals can cause tanks to gum up and
become clogged. One tank cleaning procedure and we were sold!

CHEMICALS CREATE A SLUDGE
OR THICK, PANCAKE-LIKE BATTER
IN YOUR BLACK TANK AND MAKE IT
HARDER TO GET WASTE OUT
IN OTHER WORDS, THESE CHEMICALS
MAKE A BIG "MESS" IN YOUR TANKS
WATER FLOW IS FRICTION
AND FRICTION IS WHAT
CLEANS TANKS AND SENSORS
MORE WATER IN AND OUT
OF THE TANK IS THE BEST
ALL-NATURAL CLEANING AGENT

MOBILE SERVICE
WE COME TO YOU
AND SERVICE YOUR RV ON-SITE!

Now, we’ve become All Pro Water Flow dealers ourselves and hope
to educate other RVers on proper holding tank maintenance and
care. We can’t emphasize that last point enough – even though you
may not think you have problems now, it’s important to have your
holding tanks professionally flushed and cleaned once a year.
Give us a call and we’ll explain more and give you a FREE estimate
on cleaning your black and grey holding tanks as well as your water
heater tank. Thanks and see you around!

HOLDING TANK MAINTENANCE
You can do your part to maintain the function of your RV’s holding
tanks. Just follow these helpful tips:

CONTACT US FOR A FREE ESTIMATE

What is causing odor problems in my
black and grey tanks?
Odor problems are usually caused by leftover waste that is
still in the tanks after flushing. Get rid of the sludge and you
get rid of the odor. The use of chemicals only masks the
problem and does not fix it.
What is causing misreading problems
on my waste tank probes or sensors?
Misreading problems on waste tanks can be caused by two
things: Unclean tanks with sludge, paper or calcium build-up
on the sensors, or electrical problems with the sensors and
control panel. In most cases, sensor problems are usually
caused by dirty tanks.

Do cleaning attachments that a RV owner
can buy really work? What PSI pressure
are they operating at?
In many cases, these attachments will help some, but only if
there is a minimal build up of waste matter in your tanks. Most
of these consumer-type attachments, however, screw onto a
common garden hose and operate at only 40 to 50 PSI, not the
1500 PSI that our specialized equipment works at.
How often should I give holding tanks a
thorough Hydro-Cleaning?
We recommend that your RV have a professional
Hydro-Cleaning at least once a year to keep foreign waste and
other matter from building up. It’s also a good idea to have
your tanks professionally flushed just before winterizing.

If I purchased a pre-owned RV, did I get
somebody else's "foreign matter?"
Yes, because cleaning attachments and chemicals are not
powerful enough to remove all foreign matter. Most RV
dealers reselling an RV will simply fill the tanks full of
chemicals and dump them a couple of times.

How long does the process take and do I
need to leave my RV?
The Hydro-Cleaning process is scheduled by appointment and
completed in about one hour, while you wait. There is no need
to leave your RV, though we do request you on-site.

Is a tank replacement necessary if there
is an odor or misreading sensor?
Very, very rarely. These types of problems are usually
caused by unclean tanks. A thorough Hydro-Cleaning of
your waste tanks will almost always solve these problems.

How do I know if all of the waste and
foreign matter is out of my tanks?
We welcome you to watch the process. You’ll see what we are
flushing out through the clear pipe connector we attach to your
RV and you’ll see when the water turns clean and clear.

Before You Leave for a Trip
Fill your grey and black water holding tanks about 1/3rd full of
fresh water. The sloshing motion of your moving RV combined
with the water in the tanks will help break down solids and gently
clean the tanks.
During Your Trip or As You’re Using Your RV
Keep both the grey and black tank valves closed, even if a dump
is available. Your tanks sensor panel should read 2/3rds FULL to
FULL before dumping. If they don’t and you need to dump, top off
both tanks with fresh water for an excellerated exit flow.
When you leave the RV park, resort or campground, dump the
tanks and fill each one 1/3rd full with fresh water for your trip
home or to your next destination.
After Your Trip
Top off both tanks with fresh water and dump before storing. Be
sure to winterize (if applicable) and add a lubricating antifreeze
to tanks before storing long-term.
Want a Low-Cost, Tank-Safe Deordorizer?
In our opinion, there is not one chemical that is currently on the
market that truely cleans the tanks and the sensors as they all
advertise. Every black tank chemical company claims that their
product breaks down or liquifies waste.
Indeed, that is exactly what they do. They create a sludge or thick
pancake-like batter in the black tank and make it harder to keeps
tanks completely clean. In other words, these chemicals make a
big "mess" in your tanks. Try this instead:
Mix 40 ounces of Pine-Sol with enough water to just about fill a
gallon jug. Top off with a half cup of Calgon Bath Beads. Use eight
ounces in each tank (or more in especially hot weather or if your
tanks will be filling up slowly over time).

